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brane of a cell is not only the surface; it is folded
like curtains into the structure of the whole cell, including such inner structures as the endoplasmic
reticulum, the Golgi apparatus, and even the nuclear membrane wrapped around the genetic material. The membrane thus goes not only around the
outside the cell but all through the cell – think of
the cell membrane less like a water balloon and
more like a balled-up piece of paper or tissue,
where the membrane is enfolded in a complex but
singular way all through the cell, as well as forming
the mosaic of the surface.

shown that the EZ from a properly charged surface
can extend not just a few molecular layers away
from the surface, but millions of molecular layers
away from the surface – enough to create layers in
the water that are visible in the microscope and occasionally to the naked eye. This is a very strong
effect, and the surprise is that it has not been
studied more in cells=
In the EZ,
the array of
aligned
water molecules –
the liquid
crystal leaves no
room for
other
solutes in
the water,
so all other
substances are forced out of the zone, essentially
‘filtering’ the water, pushing all other substances
back out of this exclusion zone. In other words,
this layer of liquid crystal water essentially cleans
the area, also clearing up the ‘windows’ (ion channels) in the cell membrane through which ionic balance happens and cell functions accelerate.
Most people still
think of a
cell as
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water balloon – a
bag of
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This phenomenon of ‘membrane’ (with nearby
water forming into these ordered rows of a liquid
crystal, expelling all foreign substances and thus
acting as a filter for the ‘cell juice’, or cytoplasm) is
thus happening throughout the cell and affecting
its many processes, not just on its surface.

Because of the charge, this process of crystallizing
and pushing substances ‘upstream’ creates a tiny
battery along every edge within the cell – both via
the folded membrane as well as the ‘cytoskeleton’
(the microtubules in the cells which form another
surface for water molecules to fall in line around).

Each of the
points on this
fern-like molecule binds with
the water molecule.

And it gets better than that: Much of the water in
your body is between the cells – lymph, interstitial
fluid, cerebrospinal fluid, and blood ‘plasma’ – but
even this water is affected by the ordering of the
liquid crystals along the polarized ‘edges’ of the
huge hydrophilic protein gels (ground substance, or
glycoaminoglycans) that also occupy the intercellular space. So this filtering function is not only happening within the cells themselves, it is also
happening between the cells, where many toxins
lie stuck in these gels.
There is a kicker to this interesting and largely ignored story: Power is needed to line the molecules
up, create the battery, push the other substances
out of the exclusion zone, and maintain the array.
And this power, Pollack has found, come from the
far infrared rays occurring naturally in our environment. The Biomat, however, concentrates these

infrared rays, sending them deeper into the body
than the randomly occurring rays from the sun and
objects around us, greatly magnifying this ordering
and filtering function. In this way, the Biomat is
very conceivably greatly augmenting the body’s
natural ability to reorder and clean itself.
I have tried far infrared saunas and other products
that claim to reorder the body electronically, sweat
out heavy metals, and restore healthy function to
the cells. The two essential elements that make
this possible theory effective are 1) the literal energetic power contained within the infrared rays (of
which the Biomat creates much larger amounts
than simple sunlight, and seemingly stronger, more
ordered, and more penetrating than a suana), and
2) the ability of these rays to penetrate deeply
within the body – and I have yet to find a device
that appears to send this organizing energy more
deeply into the human system than the Biomat.
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